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Professionals in the field of mental health cannot afford to ignore the 
field of planned psychological manipulation for other than therapeutic 
purposes. The field is an extensive one, bedevilled by a plethora of 
terms, a hGst of methodological problems, a spectrum of explanatory 
theories and considerable ethical Is s u e s .

The historical roots of this field lie in studies of animals under reduced 
sensory and/or social input, observations on children reared in institutions, 
and anecdotal accounts of individuals performing monotonous tasks over long 
periods. It uas the reports of individuals subjected to interrogation and 
indoctrination in the U.S.S.R. and the People's Republic of China during 
the 19*+0's that acted as the stimulus to extensive research in this field 
carried out in Canada and the U.S.A. (1)

In this revieuj, I shall first summarise the basic academic research on 
sensory deprivation and social isolation; secondly, condense the reports 
of psychiatrists, who have investigated the effects of interrogation in the 
U.S.S.R., Communist China, as well as in the non-communist world: thirdly, 
draw attention to some of the findings of the sequelae of massive stress 
on the human psyche; and fourthly examine the research on obedience and 
prison simulation snd finally consider its relevance for professionals in 
the mental health field.

BASIC RESEARCH

Terms:

There is no single term that encompasses this entire field: I shall list 
those given by Brownfield (1965) (2 ).

1) Sensory deprivation
2 ) Perceptual deprivation
3) Social deprivation 
U) Stimulus deprivation
5) Sensory isolation
6 ) Perceptual isolation
7) Social isolation 
B) Stimulus isolation 
9) Sensory limitation

10) Social limitation
11) Sensory reduction
1 2 ) Stimulus reduction
13) Environmental stimulus

reduction

as well as 'Indoctrination
1 Brainwashing'
'De programming 
'Interrogation'

None of these terms adequately describes the findings in this area of 
research. Some investigation use terms that describe the experimental 
conditions, some to a state of the individual and yet others to the 
experience of the individual.

1*0 Decrease in sensory variability
15) Restricted stimulation
16) Controlled sensory input
17) Reduced sensory stimulation
18) Reduced sensory input
19) Sensory alteration
20) "Ganzfeld"
21) Homogeneous stimulation
22) Solitude
23) Confinement 
2k) Isolation
25) Invariant input
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Zuckerman (5) also reports that subjects speak less the longer they are 
isolated, possibly as the result of the lack of social reinforcement.
Disorientation for time is common and body illusions of changing weight or 
form occur in half the subjects studied. Some subjects report paranoid 
delusions directed at the experimenter, as well as a heightened awareness 
of residual stimuli, loneliness and loss of orientation for place; they 
use coping mechanisms such as humming aloud, talking, focussed thinking, 
problem-solving recitation, memory review, planning future activities, etc.

Some of the psychological reactions were determined by factors other than 
the isolation situation. These included the expectations of the subjects, 
the influence of suggestion and previous exposure.

Restriction of movement causes significant physical discomfort and a magnifi
cation of the psychological effects. Social isolation tends to heighten the 
effects of perceptual isolation.

Isolation for short periods e.g. a few hours does not produce any physiological 
ot- biochemical indicators of stress, but longer periods produce G.S.R. (galvanic 
skin response) changes, increased catecholamine excretion from the adrenal 
medulla, but no increase inccrticoids from the adrenal cortex.

On electroencephalography, a progressive slowing of the frequencies of brain 
waves and diminution of the wave rhythm occurs in extended periods of isolation. 
Recovery of this wave rhythm after release is slow.

Examination of personality factors show t,hat field independance, suggestibility, 
high-satiation thresholds, socialization traits and social values, a feminine 
orientation and freedom from neurotic or psychopathic tendencies, have all 
been associated in some studies with resistance to the stress of isolation.
The most important variable is field independance-dependance. In general women 
tend to tolerate isolation less well than men.

The few studies done on suggestibility indicate that sensory deprivation ap
pears to increase suggestibility both in the perceptual and motor aspects of 
behaviour. The only evidence on personality comes from Azima's studies on 
psychiatric patients with a poor self-concept, exposed to tape-recordings, 
while in social isolation (2 )

Other relevant reports in this area are those by Lifton (6 ) and Schein (7) 
on the victims of Chinese "thought-reform" techniques. The lack of information 
anchors in the isolated situation, and cues for appropriate behaviour, inability 
to concentrate, and the state of stimulus and information - hunger maxi
mizes the impact of any information provided. The less intelligent in
dividual is influencM^'more* easily, the more intelligent the individual and 
more complex the personality, the less the influence.

Cultural differences have been neglected: mo^t scientific studies have been 
done on Canadian and American subjects of Caucasian extraction.

THEORIES:

Theoretical formulations (2) cover the entire spectrum of explanations for 
psychological phenomena and are not mutually exclusive.

(1) Physiological^ with particular emphasis on the inter-relationships between 
receptors, reticular formation and cortex;

(2 ) 2 e_rs_onali_t̂ , particularly psychoanalytic, body-field orientation, intro
version - extraversion and "optimal stimulation level" approaches.



(3 ) drive or_need - the need for varied stimulation, exploration or 
"information" (in the technical sense)

(4) Social influence with emphasis onattitudinal set, expectation and 
"demand characteristics" of the SD situation and

(5) Information processing.

Firstly, physiological theories:the concept of activation or arousal is central 
to most relevant physiological explanations. These theories centre around the 
function of the reticular activating system (R.A.S.) of the brain stem. Feed
back loops operate to modify incoming stimuli and adjust the activation level 
of the R.A.S. and cortex: the R.A.S. is identified with a general alerting 
function (arousal) and the thalamus - cortical projection, with specific aler
ting or focussed attentiveness (Lindsley 1961 quoted in (2), Zucfcerman (in 2) 
has supported this, but emphasises that there are wide differences in this 
homeostatic mechanism which determine whether physiological arousal or dep
ression is the response to sensory deprivation. It was Hebb's contention 
that the neural organization necessary for thought and action is maintained 
by varying sensory input.and motor activity and when the latter are restricted, 
thinking is likely to be disrupted. Some of the non-object-bound experiences 
(hallucinations) may be related to the low arousal state and lack of external 

input.

Physiological data indicates that while cortical activity is progressively 
depressed, there is an increase in autonomic adrenocortical and muscle acti
vation, together with rising anxiety. Studies of the effect of S.D. on sub
sequent cognitive functioning show lit tlechange in tasks of moderate complexity, 
but performance in projective tests is significantly impaired.

(2) Proponents of personality theories focus on the individual differences 
shown in S.D. experiences. The evidence so far points to a stress tolerance 
that varies from person to person. As mentioned before, the field dependant 
person is more reliant on external cues and becomes distressed by the lack of 

sensory cues and by ambiguity.

(3) Psychoanalytic theory interprets the reaction to S.D. as being due to the 
detachment of the ego from reality, resulting in an increase in primary-process 
(alogical, hallucinatory) thinking, and a decrease in the efficiency of secon
dary process (problem-solving, logical) thinking; there is an upsurge of id 
(aggressive and sexual) impulses and regression in prolonged S.D. Individuals 
capable of regressing in the service of the ego and tolerating primary process 
thinking, handle S.D. experiences better. Habitually active, goal-orientated 
persons are more threatened by such a situation. Persons who readily develop 
anxiety in situations of isolation and helplessness are most prone to paranoid 
reactions.

To summarise these theories so far Zuckerman has proposed

'I (a) The immediate level of arousal is positively related to stimulus 
intensity, complexity, incongruency and associated affective meanings.

(b) The immediate level of arousal is negatively related to stimulus constancy, 

repetition or familiarity Cfeatiation").

II The arousal potential of stimulation is inversely related to the immediate 
level of arousal at the time of stimulation

III Every individual has characteristic optimal levels of stimulation and 
arousal for cognitive activity, motoric activity and positive affective tone.

IV Cognitive arousal may vary independently of affective arousal: with S.D. 
Oortical activation falls, autonomic rises.



V Positive affective tone occurs in arousal levels near the O.L.S. (optimal 
level of stimulation); negative if less, or more.

VI Moderate levels of cortical activation are necessary for sietained, self
directed cognitive activity; sensory stimulation is necessary to maintain 
cortical arousal and sustained self-directed cognitive activity.

VII • In the absence of elicited cognitive activity, 'primary process' think
ing occurs that may trigger anxiety.

VIII Disorganisation of cognitive activity releases inhibiting influences 
on cognition and emotional controlt leading to suggestibility and exaggerated 
emotional reactions.

IX Disorganization of cortical activity leads to disorientation and mis
reading of body and perceptual cues.

X When a sensory modality is blocked, the relevant aspect of the cortex 
is excited and sensitized. A decrease in exteroperceptive stimulation leads 
to an increase in somesthetic sensory systems. As Christopher Burney, an 
imprisoned intelligence officer in World War II stated "Sensory variety is 
not just the spice of life, it is the bread of life". Suedfield (in 2) 
examined the role of structure and its loss and advanced additional theoretical 
frameworks.

4. The expectation hypothesis. The social context of the studies played 
an important part in modifying the findings; previous experience of the 
experimental conditions reduces adverse reactions, prior knowledge through 
the media alerts the subject to what may happen and researchers are also open 
to bias.

5 . The information-processing approach. If cne looks at a human-being as an 
information-processing system, the conditions of 5.D. interfere with feedback 
and the individual is unable to evaluate the success of his behaviour. Small 
meaningful inputs such as faint extraneous stimuli or meals, reduce adverse 
phenomena.

Schemata necessary for normal adults include both a spatial schema with 
dimensions such as up-down and self-other which are used to structure the 
perceptual world, and a body schema integrated from perceptual and cognitive 
processes. S.D. disorganises the first directly and the second, indirectly.

COMMENT:

This wealth of material reflects a widespread interest in sensory deprivation 
with the growing awareness that by psychological means, major behaviour and 
physiological changes could be induced. The findings clearly pointed to the 
fact that sensory and social stimulation are important ingredients in the 
maintenance of effective functioning.

PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EXTREME STRESS

Studies on environmental stress and individu^l vulnerability suggest that 
the capacity to adapt to stress is the product of genetic factors, modified by 
environmental influences. Hocking (8 ) suggests that some individuals who lie 
at one end of a postulated distribution curve are liable to break down under every 
day stresses. As the degree of stress is increased, more individuals break down, 
and if the stress is sufficiently severe, virtually all individuals develop symp

toms.
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The studies on sensory deprivation support the above hypothesis that in some 
situations, psychological disturbances are virtually universal.

Hocking's follow-up study (8 ) of 303 individuals subjected to extreme stress 
during World War II, disclosed that virtually all the individuals who had 
been incarcerated in ghettos and concentration camps for more than a few 
months present an apathetic and depressed appearance. On the other hand, 
people who had been in hiding for more than a few weeks or who had escaped 
from the Nazis, showed a marked degree of tension and anxiety that overlay 
depressive symptoms. All the subjects indicated that the symptoms had ap
peared at the time of stress and persisted ever since. "Published data suggests 
that people exposed to biologic stress may never regain their former state of 
physical, social and psychologic well-being". (8 )

Followup studies of disasters include that of Leopold and Dillon (9) who re
ported a high prevalence of psychiatric morbidity in the survivors of a marine 
disaster. Other reports include those of Kai Erikson (10) on the sequelae of 
the Buffalo Creek disaster and those collected by Henry Krystal under the 
heading of "Massive Psychic Trauma".(11)

INCARCERATION, INTERROGATION AND INDOCTRINATION

Research into S.D. was originally triggered by the impression that Communists 
possessed new and remarkable techniques for psychological manipulation.
They could not only force men to confess to crimes which had not been committed 
but also believe in the truth of these confessions and express sympathy for 
those who imprisoned them. These were men of intelligence, ability and strength 
of character,'who had every reason to oppose their captors. Hinkle and Wolff 
(12) undertook an analysis of the methods used by the Communist State Police in 
the U.S.S.R. and the Peoples Republic of China, and helped to demystify the 
process. Knowledge of prisoners' reactions was obtained first hand from released 
prisoners; additional material from U.S. Defence departments. The authors 
summarized their conclusions as follows:

"(1) The interrogation methods used by the State police in communist countries 
are elaborations and refinements of police practices, many of which were 
known and used before the Russian Communist revolution.

(2) The principles and practices used by the Communist State Police in the 
development of suspects, the accummulation of evidence, and the carrying out 
of arrest, detention, interrogation, trial and punishment, are well known. The 
effects of these upon prisoners are known also.

(3) The 'confessions' obtained by the Communist State Police are readily 
understandable as the result of the methods used.

(4) Communist methods of indoctrinating prisoners of war were developed by the 
Russians and subsequently refined by the Chinese. These methods and their effects 
are known also.

(5) Chinese methods of dealing with political prisoners and 'enemies of the 
State' were adapted from those of the Russians.

(6 ) The intensive indoctrination of political prisoners is a practice primarily 
used by the Chinese communists. The methods used in this indoctrination are 
known and their effects are understandable.

In their lengthy article, the authors examined the roots of the Russian Police



system that lay in the bureaucratic systems answerable in turn to Emperers.
Czars and later Party chiefs. Early in this century, the features of a 
secret police system, The Czarist Qkhrana had evolved. Prisoners of the Okhrana 
were aware that they could be held indefinitely without trial, under very severe 
conditions of inadequate food, filth, lack of sanitation or exercise and con
tinuous interrogation. Exile or death were usual outcomes. The Communist Re
volution planned to reform this, but the system was reincarnated in 1917 in 
order to deal with counter-revolutionary activity and perpetuated as the State 
Police - The K.G.B. (Committee for State Security). One feature of the K.G.B. 
is their idealogical approach and the persuasive aspects of interrogation. The 
methods of interrogating and indoctrinating prisoners of war used late in World 
War II were subsequently adopted by the Chinese Communist Army.

Hinkle and Wolff give a detailed account of the methods used by the K.G.B. 
at present. The victims are suspects of "Crimes against the State" and to those 
involved, the suspicion can be seen as arbitrary or capricious. A variety of 
"natural suspects" fall under this heading, particularly those who have contact 
with foreigners or foreign ideas. Specific suspects are brought to light by 
informers, or through statements or acts, seen by the K.G.B. as criminal and 
anti-state. In view of the extent of state control, it is not difficult to 
put a foot wrong. Anyone arrested must know that he/she is already seen as 
a "criminal" and the question is the extent of the "crimes" and their nature.
The aim is that the person makes a prompt and extensive confession. The "midnight 
knock at the door" is still common practice. An alternative technique is arrest 
when not in one's own town. The arrested person is held in a detention prison 
while the situation is under investigation. Cells are designed for one occu
pant and are simple and unfurnished with little or no access to the outside 
world. Personal belongings and outer clothing are removed, and he is then 
locked in a cell in total isolation, apart from formal contact with guards.
Eating, exercise, sleep and elimination are strictly supervised and may be 
limited. Suicide is thwarted; medical care is given when necessary.

The effects on prisoners is striking. Those who have experienced the situation 
before adapt better. P.eactions of unexposed suspects differ widely - some 
become demoralized soon, others retain a high degree of control for months.
The initial reaction of the newly imprisoned person is bewilderment; he/she 
becomes anxious, asks questions, makes demands and attempts to make contact 
with the guards. In time the person becomes adjusted and in four to six weeks 
gives up spontaneous activity, becomes dependent and dejected and abandons 
social restraints. In this isolation, anxiety, helplessness, frustration and 
uncertainty mark the initial emotional reactions. Hopes of explanation even
tually fade, to be replaced by boredom and loneliness: rumination, dejection, 
nightmares, illusory experiences occur as may delirium and visual hallucination. 
The yearning for human companionship produces confused talk and he may be 
highly suggestible, confusing facts with possibilities. Some become frankly 
psychotic, but guards familiar with such reactions usually break the isolation 
to prevent this. Emotional reactions also include anxiety for family and 
friends; uncertainty compounds the anxiety and sleep disturbances and night- 
markes produce further fear and fatigue.

The effect of isolation, anxiety and uncertainty are usually sufficient to 
make a prisoner eager to talk to an interrogator. If this is not successful, 
fatigue and lack of sleep can be aggravated through constant light in the cell 
and maintaining a rigid position in bed compounds the sleep disturbance. Fre
quent waking by guards is another tactic. Continued loss of sleep produces 
clouding of consciousness, a loss of alertness and profound fatigue.

Altering the temperature of the cell to make it too hot or too cold for comfort, 
or reducing food rations to produce chronic hunger with lassitude, loss of
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interest and breakdown of courage. These assaults are not seen as "torture".

The interrogators have usually learnt their techniques from their seniors and 
have had no formal training in psychology. Interrogations are usually carried 
out at night which makes for uncertainty when settling down to sleep each 
night. Interrogators use either a 'hostile' or 'friendly' style and is modified 
according to the personality of the prisoner. Statements made require ela
boration and the initial sessions usually consist of a life review and some
times can be cross-checked for veracity. The opportunity to talk is usually 
greeted by intense relief by prisoners and attempts are made at self-justification.
Writing biographies in the cell is a chance to relieve boredom.

Pressures can be applied: these include continuous and repetitive interro
gation or standing throughout the session, or in some fixed position for long 
periods. Standing (stoika) for example produces impairment of the circulation:
18 - 24 hours results in accumulation of fluid in the legs, ankles and feet 
swell, the skin stretches and becomes painful, blisters develop and exude serum; 
heart rate increases, fainting occurs and eventually renal shutdown and uraemia 
occur. Thirst and water accumulation complicate the heart failure; ultimately 
the prisoner develops a delirious state, disorientation, fear, delusions, visual 
hallucinations - a psychosis produced by circulatory impairment, lack of sleep 
and uraemia. These long periods of standing are interrupted by interrogation 
and cooperation brings relief. Physical beating, manacles and chains are rarely 
used. When police officials themselves are feeling under pressure to extract 
confessions, brutality may occur.

The friendly approach is a psychological gambit used when the prisoner is near 
the end of his tether and the relief induced further tongue-loosening. Alternate 
punishment and reward until the final statement is complete and signed.

The relationship between the interrogator and the prisoner is one of extreme 
interest. The interrogator is a fervent adherent of the system, hence any 
person thought to deviate from the system is to him guilty. If he puts enough 
pressure on the prisoner, the latter will "confess" to "acts" that can be inter
preted as a "major crime". Much of the activity is therefore a process of per
suasion. He has to convince the prisoner that what he did was a "crime", to 
acknowledge this by signing a deposition and confess in court if necessary.

Since, in the framework of Communist theory, acts are judged by their "objective 
effects" rather than by motives, a "mistake", an "accident" and a "crime" all 
become the same thing. The aim of the interrogation is therefore for the 
individual to begin to construe his/her thoughts with actions through the 
eyes of communist idealogy. This rationalization may become infectious when 
one "converted" prisoner confronts his colleague who is holding out. A strong 
interpersonal relationship grows up between prisoner and interrogator (iden
tification with the aggressor); sincere, earnest persistence may convince 
the prisoner and he may displace his anger on to the "system" from the inter
rogator, who is committed to the idealogy. This positive transference is 
usually strong enough to prevent any reoan.ting when the "confession" is 
read in open court.

Prisoners react differently to this type of persuasion. Lifelong members of 
the Communist Party are familiar with these concepts and are trained in self- 
criticism, confession, punishment and rehabilitation. Prisoners of Christian 
persuasion, with strong guilt feelings, can be persuaded into^iecognizing how 
they have failed in their Christian beliefs and "sinned" agaiftst "the people"; 
psychopaths with no loyalties readily betray their fellows and change streams.
Few prisoners escape making a confession of a crime as defined by the Communist 
Party.

\



Some trials are held in camera, others in public; there is no opportunity for 
disputing the case, or persons of his choice to defend the prisoner. Many are 
tried by closed military tribunals and "disappear". Recantation of the evidence 
at a trial invites resumption of interrogation and confinement. Some make public 
confessions, especially if they see themselves as "chronic oppositionists", who 
seek to purify the Party and accept martyrdom. They usually admit to their actions 
(e.g. Cardinal Mindszenty) and acknowledge that these are seen as "crimes" if 
a Communist construction is put on them, (the fact that these were not intended 
is usually omitted) Punishment follows with rehabilitation through wholesome 
work, productive activity and education - in Siberia or the Arctic.

Practices in Communist China are basically similar to those of the K.G.B. but have 
important differences. The goal of Chinese detention and interrogation procedure 
is primarily that of ensuring that prisoner will develop a relatively long-lasting 
change in his attitudes and overt behaviour, which will be sustained after release 
so that he will not again constitute a danger to the Communist State. The Chinese 
make extensive use of group interaction among prisoners, in obtaining information, 
applying pressures and carrying out indoctrination. The routine of public self- 
criticism, confession, self-degradation, punishment and rehabilitation is not 
confined to communists but to the entire population. Imprisonment is not as 
brief as in the U.S.S.R. and may last for years.

The authors (12) outline the growth of communism in China from 1919: basic 
police training in the U.S.S.R. was modified for Chinese conditions, evolving 
into the effective technique of persuasion applied to the general population 
and termed "thought reform" or "ideological' reform".("brainwashing" became the 
generic term in English) .

There is no evidence that psychologists, neurologists, or other scientists 
participated in the evolution of these methods. The State police are 
organised along the same lines as the K.G.B. and work closely with the 
“Public Safety SubcommittEesMthat uork at grass-roots level and maintain 
tight control of village populations.

In China, as in the Soviet Union, those whom the Party decides are a threat 
to its programme fall into the category of suspects. The state police are 
able to conduct interrogations and trials at a local level. Arrests are 
made in secret and often at night as in the U.S.S.R.

Initial interrogation is brief, accusing and as usual the "crimes against 
the people or the substance of the confrontation. Detention conditions 
are primitive. In important cases, the routine of isolation, pressure and 
interrogation are identical to the K.G.B. The primitive conditions of 
urination and defaecation - to be done in public and in haste,~are a 
particular trial to the non-Chinese.

The chief features are as before - total isolation, uttar boredom, anxiety, 
uncertainty, fatigue and lack of sleep; rejection, hostile treatment and 
intolerable pressure: and reward arid approval for compliance.

The interrogation techniques by enthusiastic Chinese communists are similar 
to those of the K.G.B. and interrogation is adapted to the personality of 
the prisoner and whether he is Chinese or a Westerner.

Procedures include long-continued standing, as well as manacles and leg- 
chains - the most excruciating pain being through manacling the forearms 
behind the back for hours, days or weeks. Other sadistic practices are not 
uncommon. These are monitored, as in Russia, by doctors, who estimate the



capacity of prisoners to withstand punishment and call a halt before death 
or irreparable physical damage occurs.

Written biographies are commonly used, as are the psychological devices used 
by the K.G.B. - night interrogation, repetitive questioning, undefined 
crimes, changing attitudes, increasing pressures and alternate periods of 
relaxation, and rewards. The Chinese try to include patently untrue 
material in the confessions - a strategy used particularly with prisoners- 
of-war.

After the "confession" is produced, the reform process begins in a group 
cell. He and 8 others live in close proximity in limited space. He has 
to compete with others in studying, in thoughts, and in behaviour, until 
he has demonstrated to them as well as his jailers that he has thoroughly • 
reformed and is a true convert to Communism. The prisoner lives a 
regimented routine, never free time and occupied with lectures, discussion, 
self-criticism sessions, exercise, and the vigorous group criticism of one 
another.

It is virtually a massive assault on the personality, that ensures that the 
individual comes to see that the only solution lies in conformity in speech 
and behaviour to the doctrine of his jailers.

Defiance invited punishment from the group which can be severe. Many 
reach a point of emotional' breakdown, depression, carelessness in appearance, 
disorientation and a few have delusory experiences.

A prisoner in a K.G.B. interrogation has to rationalize only a portion of 
his beliefs and actions to reach a tolerable modus vivendi: the prisoner 
in a Chinese prison has to rationalize all of his beliefs and actions.

Sooner or later most prisoners make some kind of accommodation. Rational
isation helps cope with guilt, which is magnified by criticisms of fellow 
prisoners and confession brings relief: acceptance by others brings 
satisfaction. The prisoners feel grateful to their mentors - they have 
been destroyed and reintegrated.

This is especially appealing to those who have heretofore had no goal in 
life, or who have carried a heavy burden of guilt about earlier behaviour. 
The previously uncommitted and the rejected by society feel they now have 
a sense of purpose and in fact have become "converted11. Even the most 
interrogated individuals make some adjustments to reduce distress, 
especially when all other outlets are closed.

The prisoner may eventually bE brought to "trial" after months or years 
and is either released (if a foreigner), imprisoned further or sent to a 
labour camp.

A number of people, called "successfully brain-washed" have been studied 
intensively. They had possessed certain characteristics in common.

1) They had been chronically rebellious people, against parents and 
their standards and practices.

2) They had few friends, and no place, organisation or occupation with 
which they were firmly identified - the emotionally rootless.

3) They had a strong identification with the underdog, the oppressed 
minority groups.

U) They all spoke Chinese fluently and had a strong interest in 
things Chinese.



5) Many were familiar with aspects of Marxist socialisation.

6 ) They had been sympathetic but rootless persons in China.

7) Arrests were on the basis of "espionage".

8 ) They appeared "converted” to acceptance of Communist doctrine that 
was sometimes sustained, sometimes not.

How effective ai’E these procedures? The Chinese system always has some 
effect, since no human can live through months or years of this experience 
without suffering emotional turmoil.

'Brain washing1 produces no permanent changes in the function of the brain. 
Any form of imprisonment may produce prison psychosis: these effects are 
not peculiar to "brain washing". There is no evidence of deficiency in 
the memory of former prisoners, except for periods of delirium or psychosis. 
Many come out intensely bitter about some aspects of imprisonment and 
Westerners tend to resort to 'reality testing’ and few retain a genuine 
identification with Communism. Resistance to indoctrination is related 
to highly personal factors including motivation, value systems, character 
structure and the circumstances of imprisonment.

In summary, there is no need to assume Communists use occult methods in 
managino prisoners: the individual person according to Hinkle and Wolff (12) 
is a living system entirely dependent upcn maintaining a satisfactory 
relationship with his/her whole environment. This includes meeting basic 
physical needs, human relationships especially with those who have special 
meaning. When any of these aspects are disrupted, unpleasant feelings 
emerge, e.g. hunger, thirst, fatigue, sleeplessness, and pain: in addition 
anxiety, fear, anger, loneliness, sadness and dejection. To alleviate 
these, adjustments are made.

The imprisonment methods described above - the procedures of arrest, 
isolation, interrogation and torture, produce anxiety, fear, tension, 
resentment, uncertainty, loneliness, boredom, fatigue, sleeplessness, hunger, 

cold and pain.

Reactions to the nature cf imprisonment follow a predictable path.

1) Patient and purposeful exploratory activity.

2 ) Excited, purposeless, frustrated overactivity with anxiety and 
sometimes panic.

3 ) Total inactivity with dejectedness and dependence, unusually receptive 
on approval and human support.

O  This state of "Emotional bankrupcy" produced by pressure upon pressure 
and discomfort upon discomfort, with frustration of every attempted 
solution, produces a need to talk and unburdening: total isolation 
heightens the advantage to the interrogation of being tha receptacle 
cf the "confessions". Talking about family and life, produces a 
strong transference relationship with the interrogation and a desire 

to please.

5) Interrogators pick out the disturbing and unpleasant episodes and use 
this to humiliate and heighten guilt and unworthiness. The prisoner 
easily adopts suggestions and confesses to "crimes" as seen by the 
interrogator.

In the Cninese system, the identification is with the group, from which the 
priscner hopes to gain acceptance. The eventual reaction amounts to a



religious conversion, and can have the same evanescent or long-Btanding 
results (13).

STUDIES ON OBEDIENCE TO AUTHORITY:

Lest it be thought that this behaviour is unique to imprisonment, we need 
to explore research on the human behaviour in similar simulated situations.

Stanley Milgram's studies on obedience have thrown light on this aspect of 
response to the commands of others in a position of authority (14).
Between 1933-1945, millions of innocent persons were systematically slaughtered 
on command, and this could only have been carried out if a large number of 
persons obeyed orders. As Milgram states "Obedience is the psychological 
mechanism that links individual action to political purpose. It is the 
dispositional cement that binds men to systems of authority". Obedience 
may be destructive but it is also productive and ennobling.

Under the guise of studying the effect of punishment on memory, Milgram 
studied the variables in the obedient behaviour that was displayed between 
experimenter and the subject administering "punishment". The majority of 
subjects administered "shocks" to strangers against their stated values of 
not hurting others in obedience to an authority in the name of science.
In the conflict of responding to the "pleading" of the victims or complying 
with instructions, in 26 out of 40 subjects, compliance overcame compassion, 

despite conflict.

As in other situations, actions are dominated by contexts, while neglecting 
human consequences. Devaluing the other is one of the tactics of 
dehumanizing potential victims and justifying actions. “Tyrannies are 
perpetrated by diffident men who do not possess the courage to act out their 
beliefs" (14). In a complex society, it is psychologically easy to ignore 
responsibility when one is only an intermediate link in a chain of evil 
action but is far from the final consequence of the action (14).

Conscience operates when the individual is alone, but when an individual 
operates in a hierarchy, it appears that this aspect of the self tends 
to be subjugated to the will of the authority and the individual functions 
as an agent, and an instrument of the authority.

The power of obedience in warfare was illustrated by the behaviour of the 
soldiers at MyLai iri l/ietnam and the slaughter of civilian men, women and 
children, under the umbrella of loyalty, duty and obedience and ultimately 
paid the psychological price in the 'post-Vietnam syndrome1 (14)(15).

A simulation of conditions of arrest and arbitrary imprisonment was set up 
by Philip Zimbardo and his colleagues in California in 19^4 (16). A mock 
prison was established to study the effects of 2 weeks of imprisonment on 
volunteer research subjects, who became "prisoners" and "guards" (for the 
princely sum of $ 15.00 each). All were average, middle-class Caucasian 
college males, arbitrarily divided into the 2 sub-groups. The prison 
situation (on a deserted summer campus) simulated fuctionally a prison.
The "prisoners" were de-individuated as much as possible; the "guards" 
used symbols of power, emulating those seen on the mass media, and were 
instructed to maintain law and order.

"You cannot be a prisoner if no one will be your guard, and you cannot be a 
prison guard if no one takes you or your prison seriously" (16). Over 
time a perverted symbiotic relationship developed.

The experiment became a vivid illusion of imprisonment; illusion merged



with reality.

What began as an academic exercise gradually escalated into a force of monstrous 
proportions and generated unpredictable consequences in all of those within the 
walls. The experiment was ended after six days instead of the planned two-weeks.

Selection had eliminated personality variables so the reactions were best inter
preted as a product of the transaction with the system whose values and contin
gencies supported sadistic and suppliant behaviour.

Extrapolating from this study, the authors contend that the physical institution 
of a prison is but a concrete metaphor for the other prisons of the mind that 
each of us daily creates, populates and perpetuates. We are often imprisoned in our 
roles in authority or prisoners. Social institutions can also be changed as can 
individuals and alternatives to incarceration expoored.

INCARCERATION AND INTERROGATION IN THE WE5T

Returning to solitary confinement, more recent evidence from Germany and Britain 
reinforces the findings from previous observations and studies. Shallice (17) 
described the use of psychophysiological techniques by the British in Ulster 
between 1971 - 1972 as the preliminary stage of depth interrogation. The tech
niques had been developed in counter-insurgency operations in various parts of 
the British Empire and used in anti-guerilla warfare when information is at a 
premium wherever there were constraints on physical torture. Their function was 
to break the prisoner's mental resistance by increasing his anxiety and stress 
until he is traumatized.

The Ulster technique includes

(1) the use of hooding - the head was hooded in a black bag of tightly woven 
or hessian cloth,

(2) Noise - 11 white noise" of 85 - 87 decibels.

(3) Wall-standing - facing the wall with hands high above the head on the wall 
and legs apart dressed in a boiler suit. If he moved or collapsed, he was forced 
or lifted to regain the position - lasted up to 16 hours,

(4) Sleep - none for first 2 - 3  days,

(5) Inadequate diet - occasional dry bread and a cup of water.

Arrest was also- as in Russia - at night; personal material removed; no explana
tion given; the prisoner is placed in a bare cell, following a precise routine, 
no human contact and nothing to read or do.

Shallice postulated that the 'brain syndrome' that results from a low cognitive 
arousal in a totally unstructered environment which increases the chance of a 
disturbing dream, distortion of the body image or hallucination which in turn 
increased anxiety, magnified by disordered thoughts or boredom. Attention can
not be redirected and natural defences can't be used to defend against anxiety.
The anxiety increases the probability of disturbing subjective events and of bodily 
discomfort, and so a positive feedback spiral of increasing stress begins which 
can only end by release from the situation i.e. a positiye feedback process.
The late effects of this type of stress have so far just been identified. Similar 
stress in combat situations produce the whole garmit of psychiatric disorder.
The practice of solitary confinement in Pentonvilie Prison in the U.K. was con
sidered to be the reason why it had an insanity rate twenty times that of prisons 
where this system was not used (18) A similar system in Pennsylvania
in 1816 was abandoned because of the mental disturbance produced.

The Cooper and Parle r investigations into the Ulster techniques lead to their 
attenuation in 1972 by the British.



Shallice has also described the methods used in Germany to deal with the Red / —■ 
Army faction (the Baader-Meinhof group). The units used are white-painted 
cells, opaque windows, a silent floor, neon lights; (some books and radio 
were allowed) It was under these conditions that UlrikftMeinhof finally 
committed suicide.

In South Africa, ; Section 17 of the general Law Amendment Act of 1963,
(the 90 day clause) authorised the interrogation of persons held in 
conditions of solitary confinement for a period of 90 days at a time (18).
The power of detention and release is in the absolute discretion of the official, 
a commissioned police officer. The law permits a witness, let alone a suspect, 
to be detained in solitary confinement - the witness being someone who is con
sidered to have some information that can be extracted under interrogation, and 
this can be extended up to six months. Since escape from the conditions of 
solitary confinement is the 'way out' that the detainee seeks, questions have 
been raised about the reliability of the statements made, especially recognizing 
the extremely suggestible condition of the individual so exposed, (untrue state
ments about germ warfare by American airmen in Korea reflect the extremes of 
compliance) (6). Only on one occasion a judge has ruled the confession as 
inadmissible in view of the conditions of its being obtained (18) but this has 1 
been a an exception. I'

The authors comment on the laws that have been promulgated to cope with "per
manent emergency" and that it is no longer possible to distinguish between the 
preservation of order and the preservation of the power of the ruling party and 
between opposition and subversion.

In view of the fact that persons of different ethnic groups are likely to be 
so exposed, the issue of ethnic and cultural differences in experience in S.C. 
could be raised. Schwitzgebel (19) in 1962 reported his studies on two ethnic groups 
Africans (Zulus) and English-speaking white South Africans under conditions of 
experimental (i) pattern deprivation and solitary isolation and (ii) social 
isolation. The findings were that the first situation did not elicit more 
vivid imagery than social isolation alone. There was no difference in the 
perceptual and cognitive changes between the situations: the Zulu subjects showed 
significantly less variation on several perceptual and cognitive tasks under 
sensory deprivation. The author suggested that some of the effects found in the U.S. 
and Canadian subjects in the earlier experiments may have been an epiphenomenon 
of the subject groups used and genetic and social factors may have played a part, 
and that cultural variables needed to be explored further.

SUMMARY:

Both the systematic scientific studies of sensory and social deprivation and the 
descriptions of prisoners exposed to sensory deprivation, interrogation and even 
thought-reform, indicate that the techniques for inducing profound psychological 
changes in individuals are widely known and widely practiced. Scientists (17) 
have expressed concern that the findings of psychological research have been 
used for evil ends although many of the methods used were applied well before 
the heyday of sensory-deprivation research.

The long term effects of these experiences have not been as well documented, 
although there is a growing body of knowledge on the enduring psychological 
effects of extreme psychological stress and disaster on previously normal in
dividuals. Whereas psychiatric disturbance in the past has been attributed to 
individual vulnerability derived from genetic or early life experiences, there is 
growing evidence, that, given enough stress, the healthiest individual is liable 
to subsequent impaired psychological functioning and even psychiatric disturbance. 
Tragically enough, for concentration camp victims this even involves subsequent 

generations.



The work of Zimbardo and Milgram highlights how easy it is for normal in
dividuals to be carried away by the demands of the context and are quite 
prepared to abandon normal social constraints. The combination of a zealous 
believer in a system and the social sanctioning of psychological intimidation 
through techniques now widely known, leave the innocent once more exposed to 

the banality of evil.

To quote Charles Dickens (20) having studied American prisons in the mid-19th 
century: "I hold this slow and daily tampering with the mysteries of the brain 
to be immeasurably worse than any torture of the body....because its ghastly 
signs and tokens are not as palpable to the eye and sense of touch as scars 

upon the flesh".
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